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Early History and Background 1984
• 1976 – first discussion of the Large Electron Positron Collider: quickly gained support and the 

endorsement of the European Committee for Future Accelerators

• 1977 - John Adams (Technical DG of CERN) bowed to pressure to push
for LEP, and proposed that the tunnel should be made large enough 
to accommodate a 3 TeV superconducting proton machine later

LEP summer study 1978 – make it not just wide, but as long as possible

• In 1970 Adams (who built the PS and SPS) had successfully proposed that
the  Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) should be built at CERN
underground (then a new idea), using PS as injector
– rather than elsewhere as hitherto universally assumed

Upshot: Europe had all its high energy physics eggs in 1 ¼ baskets
– not 3-4 as then in the USA

• This underwrote Europe's rise to pre-eminence
and - with the construction and successful operation of the ISR and the triumphant adaptation of the SPS 
to become a proton-antiproton collider (SppS) - enabled the construction of the LHC, with an annual 
CERN budget lower in real terms than in the early 1970s



Developments 1978-83
CERN

• 1978 - decision to adapt SPS to collide 
protons with anti-protons – SppS

• LEP approved 1981

• SppS operation 1982 Discovery of W 
and Z, 1983

USA
• Problems with 2 in 1 magnets for Isabelle, 200 

GeV x 200 GeV proton-proton collider at 
Brookhaven

• NY Times headline: ‘Europe W, USA not even Z0’

• Decision (summer 1983) to cancel Isabelle and  
- encouraged by Reagan’s science advisor -
push for a 40 TeV* SSC to ‘regain leadership’ 

*chosen to be > possible in the LEP tunnel?

Late 1983 Herwig Schopper (CERN 
DG) initiated LHC study in 
preparation for the 1984 
International Committee on Future 
Accelerators (ICFA) seminar



For the experimental community ‘it all started  with the CERN –
ECFA Workshop in Lausanne on the feasibility of  a hadron 
collider in the future LEP tunnel’ Peter Jenni

This workshop was organized in preparation for the 1984 ICFA 
workshop at KEK, which witnessed a big SSC-LHC shoot out

… 1 ½ pages on Higgs phenomenology, 2 pages on SUSY,…..



Lausanne Workshop & ICFA Seminar 
• Physics case for LHC (much developed by John Ellis and collaborators) and SSC

Very surprisingly - essentially unchanged for 30 years

• Luminosity/energy trade-off understood – but questions whether even 1033 cm 2 s-1 could be used:  

‘Consensus in Lausanne that the number of events per bunch crossing should not exceed one’

From ICFA proceedings: ‘C Rubbia also expressed doubts with regards to the usefulness of luminosities 
as high as 1033 cm-2 s-1 . R Schwitters ‘Increase in cost for the detector when going from 1032 to 1033 had 
been estimated to be a factor 3 to 4’

• SSC presented as national project – criticised by Japanese

• LHC presented by Giorgio Brianti

Based on 2-in-1 magnets but almost everything else changed subsequently:
10T magnets, 2x9 TeV, “conceivable that luminosity could eventually approach or even exceed 1033”
8 crossing points, magnets + cryo-line above LEP…. 



Long Range Planning Group 1985-87 

Chaired by Carlo Rubbia
• Recommended 13-15 TeV proton-proton (not antiproton) collider, with 8-10 T magnets,

luminosity of 1033, as next option for CERN - first operation possible in 1995! 

“Lesser energy of LHC [relative to SSC] can be partially ‘recovered’ with the help of 
larger luminosity”, but experiments at more than 1032 “will require novel instrumentation”

• Recommended intensified R&D on high field magnets – began in 1986 + a programme of detector R&D

Meanwhile the Experimental Programme evolved: 
1987 La Thuile Workshop

1989 Barcelona Workshop
1990 Aachen Workshop

1992 Evian Worksop:

Expressions of Interest presented: 
ASCOT (central solenoid + outer toroid)
EAGLE (central solenoid + outer toroid)
CMS (large solenoid)
Upgraded L3 detector (large solenoid)
+ two heavy ion experiments, three CP violation/B physics 

experiments, two neutrino experiments,… 
Newly formed LHCC asked for formal LOI by 1 October 1982, by which time ASCOT and EAGLE has merged to form ATLAS



Engagement of the CERN Council 
• Council kept informed of plans - varied reactions given SSC under construction (approved 1987)

• Push by Carlo Rubbia and Bill Mitchell – President of CERN Council (1990-93)

• Presentation of the project to a special open Council session in December 1991

Council concluded (?) ‘LHC is the right machine for the advance of the subject and the future of CERN’ 
and asked for more detailed information on the project before the end of 1993 ‘so that Council may move 
towards a decision on the LHC’



Towards the Proposal
• May 1993.  In a meting with Giorgio Brianti – who presented the latest LHC cost estimate –Lyn Evans and 

myself, Carlo Rubbia handed me responsibility for putting together the LHC proposal in the context of a 
complete long-term plan for CERN and presenting them to Council in December

• October 1993: cancellation of SSC*→ ICFA meetings:

November 1993 – proposal to put LHC on hold and develop world programme - not agreed

Fast forward:
ICFA January 1994 - ‘LHC now offers the only realistic opportunity to study multi-TeV hadron collisions…   
LHC will remain a unique facility for the foreseeable future and ICFA considers that it is   now the correct next 
step for particle physics at the high-energy frontier’

Summer 1994 - US HEPAP set up ‘Drell’ Panel to advise on the way forward following the demise of 

the SSC (Lorenzo Foa played a key role as the external member) → ‘USA should join other nations in 
building the LHC, with a maximum contribution (machine + detectors) of $400 million – less if a proposed 
‘bump’ in the budget did not materialise’  - it did not but we negotiated more

• November 1993. External Review  (Robert Aymar) - Design goals (E and L) are reasonable and realistic
- There is no doubt that 8.65 T can be achieved with an adequate safety margin
- The technical choices (2 in 1, 1.8 K) are the only appropriate ones

- The cost estimates are accurate…enough potential savings to avoid the need for contingency
- Schedule OK

R&D still underway
No long 2-in-1 dipole tested!



Reaction to Plan Presented December 1993
• Council’s reaction generally positive, but Germany and the UK were very unwilling to approve the 

requested hump in the budget and asked CERN to look for further savings/cost reductions

• Revised plan presented in June 1994
17 Members voted to approve the project but Germany & UK wanted further
cost savings and substantial contributions from France and Switzerland

• Autumn 1993 – Germany & UK only willing to vote yes on the assumption 
of 2% inflation to be (under compensated) by 1% indexation of the budget

• Missing magnet idea (used by Adams at one stage to sell SPS) developed
and deployed as only way to build LHC on budget declining in real terms

December 1994 CERN Council
after a near fatal last minute hiccup

approved the LHC
for construction in two stages, with the condition that ‘any contributions from non-Members will be used to 
speed up and improve the project, not to allow reductions in the members States’ contributions’ (a pledge 
which was not kept) and a review of the time-table in 1997



1995-6*
• Negotiated contributions from Canada, India, Japan, Russia, USA (albeit following the election of a 

Republican majority in the House of Representatives, this was not approved until late 1997)

• June 1996: decided to bring forward 1997 review and ask for approval of single stage construction, but 
then

• August 1996: Germany (suffering from financial impact of re-unification) asked for a 10% cut in its 
contribution – this was seized on the by UK to ask for a 10% cut for all

despite assurances on 29/12/1994 from David Hunt, UK Minister of Science  that
‘We believed it was essential that the project was founded on a realistic, fair and sustainable basis.  I believe that 
the planning and financial framework agreed unanimously by the CERN member states fulfils those necessary 
conditions which will ensure the LHC will be carried through to completion...Now it is down to you and the CERN 
staff to make this project a great success’.

• Only way ahead – large loan, previously considered anathema by Germany

*meanwhile requests for final LEP upgrade approved 1995, and for one more year of operation approved in 1998 



December 1996: Single Stage Construction of LHC Approved
- Accompanied by cuts in the budget (after an onslaught from Germany and the UK)

- On the basis of loans

I repeatedly stressed the risks and that Council should be ready to help and bear the consequences 
should they materialise - reassuringly this seemed to be accepted by all

By the end of 1998, when I handed over to Luciano Maiani as DG, the LHC was well past the point of no 
return – agreement signed with USA, around half (by value) of the contacts signed (overall, in line with 
estimates), although the situation was clearly fragile

Coming of age ≤ 2008

Will not elaborate or dwell on developments and difficulties* in the decade leading up 
to switch-on

*large cost over-run announced 2002, problems with cryo-line….
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The LHC entered 

Popular Culture:

But unfortunately (before any collisions) an 

electrical fault 9 days later had 

catastrophic knock-on effects.  Repairs 

and improvements took until November 

2009, when the LHC re-started



But then it worked
All hail those who built

- the machine: working way beyond expectations

- the detectors working way beyond expectations

- the grid etc.: working way beyond expectations



Concluding Remarks
• Approval of the LHC depended on

- Robust scientific case (exploration of large new domain, with good reasons to expect discoveries)
- Uniqueness
- Unanimous support of world particle physics community
- Technical success of CERN
- No budget bump (imposed) 

• Approval of future major projects will require

- Robust scientific case
- Major discoveries at the LHC
- Unanimous support of world particle physics community
- Continued technical success
- ‘Reasonable’ budget envelope
- Public support


